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Safety Success

- Why do you work safely?

- There’s no silver bullet for safety excellence

- Below the tip of the triangle – leading metrics
Why do you work safely?
Lead and Care

- Refinery Safety Committee

- Contractor Safety Council
Verify

- Do you do what you say you do? How do you know?
Recognize

Safe Acts — Thank You!

"Working at heights -- The work group was bringing tools up to the scaffold deck approximately 15' above ground level. The ground crew did a good job of properly securing tools before pulling them up by 5/8 rope. The rope was inspected prior to use and an appropriate knot was used. The crew working on the scaffold deck was maintaining 100% tie off."
Learn

- How do you react to bad news?

- Transparent and open reporting from the workforce is directly related – essential to get below the ‘tip of the triangle’

- Shifting focus to deeper analysis of incident subset with potential for recordable injury or above – near misses, first aids and observations.
Conclusion

- Safety is part of the work
- Providing and maintaining plant, systems and processes
- Safety Principles - Lead, Care, Verify, Recognize and Learn